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- Available in both seated and standing heights
- Sizes are:

42” x 72”
48” x 96”
48” x 120”

- Custom sizes available upon request
- Full height or mid height modesty panels available. 
- Optional storage drawers or cabinets are available

This versatile table works great in any environment.  A large surface area 
makes it easy to spread out materials and collaborate with coworkers. A 
variety of options help accommodate both storage, and technology.

Technology 
- Power/data units available 
- Configurations can include power, data jacks, HDMI, 

and USB ports.
- Offered in standard plug and play or hardwired
- Units can be single or dual sided

Mid height modesty panel

Full height modesty panel

Storage drawers

Storage cabinet

Power unit

Tables

CONFIGURATIONSFEATURES
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Standard sizes:

- 24” x 42” rectangular/racetrack
- 30” x 60” rectangular/racetrack
- 36” x 72” rectangular/racetrack
- 36” x 84” rectangular/racetrack

- 24” x 24” square/rounded corners
- 30” x 30” square/rounded corners
- 36” x 36” square/rounded corners
- 48” x 48” square/rounded corners

- 24” dia circular/polygon
- 30” dia circular/polygon
- 36” dia circular/polygon
- 48” dia circular/polygon

Custom sizes available upon request
Custom materials available upon request
1 ¼” standard thickness

Racetrack Rectangular

SquareRounded Corners

Circular Polygon

Tabletops

We offer a variety of table top options. From veneer, laminate, hardwood, 
manufactured or real stone there  many different choices. There are standard, 
as well as custom, shapes and sizes available.

CONFIGURATIONSFEATURES
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Media Table 
Base

Propel X 
Base

Duracast 4 
Post X Base

Duracast
X Base

Round Pedestal 
Base

Square/Rectangular   
Pedestal Base

Duracast
T Base

Fusion T Base Propel T Base

Occasional Propel 
Table Base

Laptop 
Pedestal Base

Duracast
Tripod Base

Propel Y Base

Table Bases

We offer a series of different table bases to fit any aesthetic. Most bases are offered in 27 ¾” - 34 ¾” - 40 ¾”. 
Special heights (shorter and taller) are available on some bases. Casters are optional. Several finish options 
are available. 

CONFIGURATIONS
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Owl Table

The Owl Table is a unique all-in-one video conferencing table. It incorporates the Meeting Owl’s 360º intelligent 
conferencing camera with either a “D” shaped huddle table or a round table.  

The Meeting Owl is a 360° intelligent video 
conferencing camera so your remote team 
members can see and hear meetings better.

The recessed power 
unit enables easy 
charging for devices.

Available in both seated and standing heights

Sizes are:
- 42” x 72”
- 48” x 96”
- 48” x 120”
- 42” diameter
- 48” diameter
- 60” diameter

Custom sizes available upon request
Optional foot ring

FEATURES
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Multiple options for 
wardrobe configuration

Filing cabinets

Self closing drawers
Choose from a variety of handle/pull options and finishes. 
Doors and drawers can have an optional keyed lock.
For wardrobes, coat hook is available.

Pulls and handles

Wardrobe sizes:
- 36” x 72” x 24” D
- 48” x  84” x 24” D

Credenza sizes:
- 48” x 36” x 24” D
- 72” x 36” x 24” D
- 84” x 36” x 24’ D

Custom sizes available upon request
Adjustable shelving

Storage Cabinets

Storage cabinets come in a wide variety of configurations to fit any space. Adding a 
credenza, wardrobe or filing cabinet in a work space can help organize clutter. 

CONFIGURATIONSFEATURES

HARDWARE

Coat hook
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Choose from a variety of handle/pull options and finishes. 
Doors and drawers can have an optional keyed lock

Pulls and handles

Recycling cabinet sizes:
- 36” x 72” x 30” D
- 36” x 96” x 30” D

Credenza sizes:
- 48” x 36” x 24” D
- 72” x 36” x 24” D
- 84” x 36” x 24’ D

Custom sizes available upon request
Adjustable shelving
Lockable cabinets
Heavy duty garbage bins

Storage Cabinets with Recycling

Storage cabinets with built-in recycling centers are a great way to reduce clutter and 
conceal unsightly garbage bins

FEATURES HARDWARE & OPTIONS

Garbage Bins
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Digital or keyed locks

Coat hook Number tags

Locker sizes are:
- 18” x 24” x 24” D single locker
- 18” x 48” x 24” D double locker
- 18” x 72” x 24” D triple locker

Custom sizes available upon request
Optional storage drawers available
Optional shelf available

Lockers

Lockers are a great solution for keeping personal items in a safe, secured place 
while also keeping the workspace clear of clutter.

FEATURES HARDWARE

Locks can be keyed or traditional. Optional number tags and 
coat hooks. Choose from a variety of handles and pulls.

Pulls and handles
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Sliding doors Open units

Storage sizes are:

- 18” x 48” x 30”D dual sided
- 18” x 60” x 30”D dual sided
- 18” x 48” x 15”D single sided
- 18” x 60” x 15”D single sided

Custom sizes available upon request
Optional sliding doors
Optional writable surfaces

Desktop Storage

This desktop storage system can be single or double sided and easily added to any workspace.

FEATURES CONFIGURATIONS

There are several different handle/pull options and 
finishes depending on the door configuration.

HARDWARE TABLE BASES

Sample base options shown below. See page 
5 for a complete listing.
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Standard bookcase sizes:
- 36” x 72” x 15”D  
- 48” x 30” x 15”D   
- 48” x 84” x 15”D

Custom sizes available
Solid, sturdy construction
Leveling guides

Adjustable Shelf Bookcase

FEATURES
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Adjustable shelf bookcases are a great solution for storage and display. They are offered in both laminate 
and veneer finishes. Each adjustable shelf is 12” deep and can hold up to 100 lbs. Custom sizes available 
upon request. 



Floating shelf sizes:
- 12” x 36” x 2 ½”
- 12” x 48” x 2 ½” 
- 12” x 60” x 2 ½”

Standard shelf sizes
- 12” x 36” x ¾”
- 12” x 48” x ¾” 
- 12” x 60” x ¾”

Custom sizes available upon request Standard bracketC standards

Universal 

Wall Shelves

FEATURES CONFIGURATIONS
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Create a functional display with decorative wall shelves. Available as elegant floating shelves or 
multi-level shelves with standards and brackets. Choose from laminate and veneer finishes. 



Box/file and box/box/file sizes:
- 15” x 27” x 24”D
- 12” x 27” x 24”D slim size

Units support letter and legal files
Slim size units have front to back filing

Pulls and handles

Keyed Lock Lockable Caster

Storage | Filing Units

FEATURES HARDWARE OPTIONS
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Locking casters available
Keyed locks available
Choose from several handle/pull options

CUSHION TOP

Optional Guilford of Maine fabric cushion tops, shown below: 
COM upon request

We provide a wide range of under the work surface storage and filing units. Available casters provide easy 
mobility. Optional cushion top adds a pop of color and supports quick collaboration sessions.
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- Standard thickness is ¾”.  Widths and heights vary 
based on the work surface dimensions

- 10 standard material options.
- COM available upon request
- 5 different clamp options to choose from to fit any 

surface
Hex clampLever clamp

Knob clamp Middle clamp

Top mount and 
freestanding clamp

Screens

FEATURES CLAMP OPTIONS
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Screens can offer privacy between adjoined spaces.  They are available in a wide array of fabrics and can 
double as tack boards. Screens can also provide noise absorption.
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Finishes | Steelcase Laminates
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Finishes | Steelcase Laminates
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Contact Us
Tad Elliott
General Manager, Create by Red Thread
860.463.3772 
telliott@red-thread.com
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